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1  Coulter/Row Cleaner 
 Combination

Ideal for those times when opener discs 
need help penetrating tough soil and 
residue — plus, for tilling the seedbed to 
help the closing wheels create good seed-
to-soil contact.

2  Central Insecticide System (CIS)
This system directly injects a high-
performance liquid insecticide (Force® CS*) 
into the fl ow. It’s then applied in a T-band 
over the seed furrow. Available on select 
models with Pro-Series™ XP row units only.

*Force is a registered trade-mark of Syngenta®

3  Active Pneumatic Downforce
Automatically maintain precise soil 
penetration and consistent planting depth 
without sidewall soil compaction.

4  Fertiliser Openers
Single- and double-disc, frame-mounted 
fertiliser openers work well for a wide range 
of tillage conditions, including conventional, 
reduced, moderate no-till 
and more.

5  RowCommand™

Automatically shut individual row units on 
and off to limit seed overlap and waste – 
particularly on headlands, waterways and 
point rows. 

6  Cast-iron Closing Wheel
These closing wheels are best for tough 
soil and heavy residue conditions when 
more pressure is needed to close the 
furrow. Angle and stagger adjustments 
are identical to standard rubber wheels.

  Add more Do more
with John Deere Planter attachments

Talk to us today about how attachments can Add More to your Planter.

  Add more



Add More Productivity

Add More Versatility

  Add more Do more
with John Deere Planter attachments
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Tillage Hanger  
(Row Tillage Support Bracket)

Kit includes pointer, scale, and a large, easy-to-use adjustment knob 
to achieve your working depth goal. Required with tine tooth tillage, 
conservation furrower, and V-wing attachments when ordered as 
extra equipment.

Row Unit Lock-Up (1R) 
This handy device “locks up” your row units 
so they don’t engage the soil as your planter 
passes through fi elds.

3.0 Bu. Vac Hopper & Lid
Plateless and vacuum plastic 
3.0 bu. seed hopper and lid.

Row Cleaner
Row cleaners help clear residue and 
debris, provide quicker soil warm up and 
germination, and maintain a more uniform 
seeding depth. Essential in reduced tillage 
conditions.

Double Disc Unit-mounted
Fertiliser Opener
This opener disturbs less soil than frame-
mounted openers. It features tungsten 
wear strips for long life, plus internal disc 
scrapers. A 6-degree blade angle opens the 
soil for fertiliser placement at seed depth 
or 2.54cm (1 in.) below. Recommended for 
conventional and reduced-till soil conditions.


